We consider the sub-or supercritical Neumann elliptic problem ÀDu þ mu ¼ u 5þe ; u40 in O; 
Introduction
In this paper we consider the nonlinear Neumann elliptic problem where 1oqo þ N; m40 and O is a smooth and bounded domain in R 3 :
Equation ðP q;m Þ arises in many branches of the applied sciences. For example, it can be viewed as a steady-state equation for the shadow system of the GiererMeinhardt system in biological pattern formation [13, 26] or of parabolic equations in chemotaxis, e.g. Keller-Segel model [24] .
When q is subcritical, i.e. qo5; Lin, Ni and Takagi proved that the only solution, for small m; is the constant one, whereas nonconstant solutions appear for large m [24] which blow up, as m goes to infinity, at one or several points. The least energy solution blows up at a boundary point which maximizes the mean curvature of the frontier [28, 29] . Higher-energy solutions exist which blow up at one or several points, located on the boundary [8, 14, 18, 22, 38] , in the interior of the domain [5, 7, 11, 12, 16, 21, 37, 40] , or some of them on the boundary and others in the interior [17] . (A good review can be found in [26] .) In the critical case, i.e. q ¼ 5; Zhu [41] proved that, for convex domains, the only solution is the constant one for small m (see also [39] ). For large m; nonconstant solutions exist [1, 33] . As in the subcritical case the least energy solution blows up, as m goes to infinity, at a unique point which maximizes the mean curvature of the boundary [3, 27] . Higher-energy solutions have also been exhibited, blowing up at one [2, 15, 31, 34] or several boundary points [19, 25, 35, 36] . The question of interior blow-up is still open. However, in contrast with the subcritical situation, at least one blow-up point has to lie on the boundary [32] . Very few is known about the supercritical case, save the uniqueness of the radial solution on a ball for small m [23] .
Our aim, in this paper, is to study the problem for fixed m; when the exponent q is close to the critical one, i.e. q ¼ 5 þ e and e is a small nonzero number. Whereas the previous results, concerned with peaked solutions, always assume that m goes to infinity, we are going to prove that a single peak solution may exist for finite m; provided that q is close enough to the critical exponent. Such a solution blows up, as q goes to 5, at one point which may be characterized.
In order to state a precise result, some notations have to be introduced. Let G m ðx; yÞ denote the Green's function of the operator ÀD þ m in O with Neumann boundary conditions. Namely, for any yAO; x/G m ðx; yÞ is the unique solution of : ðP 5þe;m Þ has a nontrivial solution, for e40 close enough to zero, which blows up as e goes to zero at a point aAO; such that boj m ðaÞoc:
The same result holds, for eo0; assuming that 0oboc:
We notice that, M m o0 (resp. 40) when m is small (resp. large) enough (see (A.12) and (A.13) of Proposition 5.2). Consequently, we deduce from the previous result: Theorem 1.2. There exist m 0 and m 1 ; 0om 0 pm 1 ; such that:
(1) If 0omom 0 ; ðP 5þe;m Þ has a nontrivial solution, for e40 close enough to zero, which blows up as e goes to zero at a maximum point a of H m ða; aÞ: (2) If m4m 1 ; ðP 5þe;m Þ has a nontrivial solution, for eo0 close enough to zero, which blows up as e goes to zero at a maximum point a of H m ða; aÞ:
Remarks.
(1) In the critical case, i.e. e ¼ 0; further computations suggest that a nontrivial solution should exist for m4m 0 close enough to m 0 ; such that M m 40 and M m 0 ¼ 0: This solution would blow up, as previously, at a maximum point of H m 0 ða; aÞ as m goes to m 0 : (This contrasts to previous results for ðP 5 ;0 Þ on the nonexistence of solutions for m small [39, 41] and nonexistence of interior bubble solutions for m large [10, 31] .) (2) In a forthcoming paper, we shall treat the case NX4; which appears to be qualitatively different.
The scheme of the proof is the following. In the next section, we define a twoparameter set of approximate solutions to the problem, and we look for a true solution in a neighborhood of this set. Considering in Section 3 the linearized problem at an approximate solution, and inverting it in suitable functional spaces, the problem reduces to a finite-dimensional one, which is solved in Section 4. Some useful facts and computations are collected in Appendix.
Approximate solutions and rescaling
For sake of simplicity, we consider in the following the supercritical case, i.e. we assume that e40: The subcritical case may be treated exactly in the same way.
For normalization reasons, we consider throughout the paper the equation : We recall that, according to [6] , the functions
; l40; aAR 3 ð2:2Þ
are the only solutions to the problem
As aAO and l goes to infinity, these functions provide us with approximate solutions to the problem that we are interested in. However, in view of the additional linear term mu which occurs in ðP 5þe;m Þ; the approximation needs to be improved. Actually, we define in O the following functions: We are going to seek for solutions in a neighborhood of such functions, with the a priori assumption that a remains far from the boundary of the domain, that is there exists some number d40 such that dða; @OÞ4d: ð2:4Þ
Moreover, integral estimates (see Appendix) suggest to make the additional a priori assumption that l behaves as 1=e as e goes to zero. Namely, we set 
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In fact, in order to avoid the singularity which appears in the right-hand side of (2. 
The V L;a;m;e 's are the suitable approximate solutions in the neighborhood of which we shall find a true solution to the problem. In order to make further computations easier, we proceed to a rescaling. We set The general strategy consists in finding first, using an inversion procedure, a smooth map ðL; xÞ/oðL; xÞ such that W L;x;m;e þ oðL; x; m; eÞ solves the problem in an orthogonal space to M: Then, we are left with a finite-dimensional problem, for which a solution may be found using the topological assumption of the theorem. In the subcritical or critical case, the first step may be performed in H 1 (see e.g. [4, 30, 31] ). However, this approach is not valid any more in the supercritical case, for
, we use instead weighted Ho¨lder spaces to reduce the problem to a finite-dimensional one.
The finite-dimensional reduction

Inversion of the linearized problem
We first consider the linearized problem at a function W L;x;m;e ; and we invert it in an orthogonal space to M: From now on, we omit for sake of simplicity the indices in the writing of W L;x;m;e : Equipping H 1 ðO e Þ with the scalar product
orthogonality to the functions
in that space is equivalent, setting
to the orthogonality in L 2 ðO e Þ; equipped with the usual scalar product /Á; ÁS; to the functions Z i ; 0pip3: Then, we consider the following problem : hAL N ðO e Þ being given, find a function f which satisfies
for some numbers c i :
Existence and uniqueness of f will follow from an inversion procedure in suitable functional spaces. Namely, for f a function in O e ; we define the following weighted L N -norms:
; the first norm is equivalent to jjU À1 f jj N and the second one to jjU À4 f jj N ; uniformly with respect to x and L: We have the following result: Proof. The argument follows closely the ideas in [9] . We repeat it for convenience of the reader. The proof relies on the following result:
If jjh e jj ÃÃ goes to zero as e goes to zero, so does jjf e jj Ã :
Proof. For 0oro1; we define 
On one hand we check, in view of the definition of 
for some * L40: Moreover, j * fðxÞjpC=jxj: As a consequence, * f writes as
(see e.g. [30] ). On the other hand, equalities /Z i ; f e S ¼ 0 provide us with the equalities Z
As we have also
the a j 's solve a homogeneous quasi-diagonal linear system, yielding a j ¼ 0; 0pa j p3; and * f ¼ 0; hence a contradiction. This proves that jjf e jj r ¼ oð1Þ as e goes to zero. Furthermore, (3.9), (3.11) and (3.8) The smoothness of L e with respect to L and x is a consequence of the smoothness of T e andh; which occur in the implicit definition (3.12) of f L e ðhÞ; with respect to these variables. Inequalities (3.5) are obtained differentiating (3.3) , writing the derivatives of f with respect L and x as a linear combination of the Z i ' and an orthogonal part, and estimating each term using the first part of the propositionsee [9, 20] with
ð3:14Þ On the other hand We consider now the following nonlinear problem: finding f such that, for some numbers c i whence
for some tAð0; 1Þ: Then
This implies that A e has a unique fixed point in F; that is problem ( 
Consequently, @ Z BðL; x; fÞ is invertible in L N Ã with uniformly bounded inverse. Then, the fact that ðL; xÞ/fðL; xÞ is C 2 follows from the fact that ðL; x; ZÞ/L e ðN e ðZ þ cÞÞ is C 2 and the implicit functions theorem. Finally, let us show how estimates (3.20) may be obtained. Derivating (3.22) with respect to L; we have
whence, according to Proposition 3.1 Concerning the next term, we notice that according to definition (3.16 
using again (3.18) and (3.19), whence
Lastly, from (3.21) we deduce
Finally we obtain
The other first and second derivatives of f with respect to L and x may be estimated in the same way (see [20] for detailed computations concerning the second derivatives). This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.2. &
Coming back to the original problem
We introduce the following functional defined in H 1 ðOÞ-L 6þe ðOÞ: We notice that u ¼ 3 1 4þe ðÛ þ # c þ # fÞ being a solution to ðP 5þe;m Þ is equivalent to W þ c þ f being a solution to ðP 0 5þe;m Þ; that is a critical point of K e : It is also equivalent to the cancellation of the c i 's in (3.15) or, in view of (3.6) (3.7)
ð3:29Þ
On the other hand, we deduce from (3.28) that I In view of Proposition 3.3 we have, for proving the theorem, to find critical points of I e : We establish first a C 2 -expansion of I e :
Expansion of I e
Proposition 4.1. There exist A; B; C; strictly positive constants such that 
from which we deduce, using the integral estimates (A.8), (A.9) and Proposition 5.1 in Appendix, that
Then, we prove that I e ðL; aÞ À J e ðŴ þ # cÞ ¼ oðeÞ: ð4:2Þ
Indeed, from a Taylor expansion and the fact that
The desired result follows from (3.18), Lemma 3.3 and (3.19) . Similar computations show that estimate (4.2) is also valid for the first and second derivatives of I e ðL; aÞ À J e ðŴ þ # cÞ with respect to L and a: Then, the proposition will follow from an estimate of J e ðŴ þ # cÞ À J e ðŴÞ: We have By definition of c and R
and we have
Then, integration by parts and c ¼ L e ðR e Þ yield
Consequently The implicit functions theorem provides us, for e small enough, with a C 1 -map aAO d;g /LðaÞ such that @I e @L ðLðaÞ; aÞ ¼ 0;
Then, finding a critical point of ðL; aÞ/I e ðL; aÞ reduces to finding a critical point of a/Ĩ e ðaÞ; withĨ e ðaÞ ¼ I e ðLðaÞ; aÞ:
We deduce from Proposition 4.1 the C 1 -expansioñ We are going to use the gradient of I e to build a continuous deformation of j The previous arguments prove the existence, for e small enough, of a nontrivial solution u e to the problem
Then, the strong maximum principle shows that u e 40 in O: The fact that u e blows up, as e goes to zero, at a point a such that boj m ðaÞoc; rj m ðaÞ ¼ 0; follows from the construction of u e : In particular, rj m ðaÞ ¼ 0 is a straightforward consequence of (4.3) as e goes to zero. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Appendix A
A.1. Integral estimates
In this subsection, we collect the integral estimates which are needed in the previous section. We recall that according to the definitions of Section 2, and such an expansion holds for the derivatives of r 0 L;a;m;e with respect to a and L: Omitting, for sake of simplicity, the indices L; a; m; e; we state:
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Assuming that a and L satisfy (2.4) (2.5), we have the uniform expansions as e goes to zero 
Proof. For sake of simplicity, we assume that e40 (the computations are equivalent as eo0), and we set r ¼ jx À aj: In view of (A.3), we write 
On the other hand, since dða; @OÞXd40 
Concerning the second term in the right-hand side of (A.5), denoting by R 0 the diameter of O and using (2.6), we have
Lastly, noticing that V ¼ OðUÞ uniformly in O and with respect to the parameters a; L satisfying (2.4) and (2.5), we have, using (A.4)
In the same way we have
Namely, from (A.1) (A.2) and V ¼ OðUÞ we derive Then, we write
Noticing that 0pV þ p2e 
A.2. Green's function
We study the properties of Green's function G m ðx; yÞ and its regular part H m ðx; yÞ: We summarize their properties in the following proposition. 
